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Nullaye Rec'Naya Laderen

Nullaye Rec'Naye Laderen is a player character played by Noodles.

Nullaye Rec'Naya Laderen
Species & Gender: Vekimen Female

Year of Birth: YE 28
Organization: VDTF
Occupation: Public Relations Officer

Rank: Rec'Naya
Current Placement: VDTFS Sivaro

Preferred Plots:

VDTF Banshee1.

Physical Description

Nullaye is an albino Vekimen that stands at 5'7“ and sports an attractive, curvaceous figure that is
completely covered in white scales. Even the plates that cover her sternum and run along her under-tail,
are completely white, without even a speck of gray to be found. She could be considered quite attractive
among many species, not just her own, with her large breasts, curvy form, shiny porcelain-like scales,
and confident poise. However, like most of her species, her mouth is filled with razor sharp teeth that
could appear to be infected to those unfamiliar with Vekimen physiology

Despite her attractive features, she manages to maintain an approachable air, someone that you can talk
to without judgement and place your trust in. She speaks in a calm, yet flirtatious manner, and always
maintains eye contact to those she is speaking to.

After all, you attract more flies with honey…

Personality

On the surface Nullaye seems like a flirtatious, caring individual who places her species above herself
and believes whole-heartedly in the system.

However, in truth Nullaye is a snake, that nosey reporter that politicians dread. She'll go to huge lengths
to find out what she wants to know. She's just as good at getting herself into trouble as she is worming
her way out of it. Sly, and ambitious, not afraid to use people to get what she wants, especially if it will
benefit other people. Not totally selfish, but she puts herself pretty high up on her priority list.

Are you Nullaye's friend?- or is she just using you to get what she wants, perhaps both? She'll make
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promises, but will only keep them if it suits her. Despite this, she lives to get the truth out, wherever it
hides its ugly, shivering self, no matter the person that buried it.

History

Laderen Nullaye Rec'Naya was born in YE 28 on board the VDTFS Sivaro

Skills Learned

Nullaye Rec'Naye Laderen has the following notable skills:

Social Connections

Nullaye Rec'Naye Laderen is connected to:

Inventory & Finance

Nullaye Rec'Naya Laderen has the Star Army Standard Issue Items.

Nullaye Rec'Naya Laderen currently has

OOC Information

In the case notred becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? NO

Character Data
Character Name Nullaye Rec'Naya Laderen
Character Owner Noodles
Character Status NPC Available for GM or FM use
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